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Abst rac t - -A  result of Godambe [1] on optimal combination of estimating functions for discrete 
time stochastic processes i extended to discrete time state space models and to continuous time 
counting process models. The extensions so obtained may be applicable in a wider context han 
the standard notions based upon the conditional mean. It is shown that a number of results in the 
literature are special cases. The theory is applied to obtain recursive stimates for continuous time 
counting processes. Optimal inear combination of estimating functions can shed light on the form of 
recursion satisfied by the usual filter, namely conditional expectation of the unobserved underlying 
process given the observation history. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The state space approach is a useful tool for nonstat ionary time series [2]. Recently, efforts have 
been made to extend the ordinary Kalman filter methodology in various directions [2-5]. The 
purpose of this paper is to explore the implications for filtering of a recent optimality result 
of Godambe [1]. The main application is to recursive estimation for continuous time counting 
processes. 
2. OPT IMAL  ESTIMATING FUNCTION COMBINATIONS 
Consider a probabil ity space (f~ = {w}, 5 v, •), on which ~ is a real valued random variable. An 
estimating function for 8 is a function g = g(w, 8) on ~ x T~, and it is unbiased if Eg(w, #(w)) = O, 
where '~ '  represents a generic point of f~, and where E is the expectation with respect to the 
measure ~.  Let gl, g2 be fixed unbiased estimating functions having finite and positive variances, 
and such that  the expectations of ~ and ~ are finite, with E [~]  ¢ 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. In the class of a11 unbiased estimating functions 
g = gl + cg2, 
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(i) the one which minimizes Var g is given by 
g* = gz + C'g2 
(ii) 
where, 
C* = CovCgz,g2) 
Var g2 
and 
the one which minimizes Varg/CE[°.~o]) 2 is g iven  by 
gO = gl  + C° g2, 
where 
C 0 _~ 
E [°o-~-] Varg2 - E [°2OO] Cov(gz,g2)" 
PROOF. The proof is straightforward by evaluating the variances and minimizing the expressions 
with respect o c. 
NOTES. 
(i) The two criteria are equivalent if E[~q~0 ] = 0, in which case C* = C o = -Cov  (gl, g2)/Var g2. 
(ii) When gO and gO are orthogonal and information unbiased estimating functions as in [1], 
then C o = 1, and the optimal combined estimating function is 
go = go + go. 
3. APPL ICAT ION TO STATE SPACE MODELS 
Again assuming a probability space ( ~, ~', P), consider the following state space model in 
discrete time: 
Ot+l = a(t)Ot + c(t) + b(t)ut+z, 
~t+l = A(t)Ot+l + BCt)vt+l, 
where {St} is an unobserved sequence of random variables, {~t} is an observed sequence of 
variables and {ut }, {vt} are independent sequences of independent variables having and variance 
2 2 respectively. The functions act), b(t), cCt), ACt ) , and BCt ) are 9Yr'-measurable, i.e., Gu, (7 v 
functions of the observations up to time t. 
Let Ot = ECOt I ~t) ,  ")'t = Var (Or I ~t) .  
Consider combinations of corrections involving c(t) 
g l  = 0t+,  - a ( t )~t  - c ( t ) ,  
g2 = ~t+z  - ACt )a ( t )Ot  - ACt )cCt ) ,  
where 0t+ 1 plays the role of 8 in Section 2. It is easy to show that E(gl I ~t ~) = 0 and E(g2 [ 
5r[) = 0. The 'optimal' combination will be 
0t+l  - a ( t )~t  - c( t )  - 
Cov @,g21 7/) 
(~t+l - -  A(t)a(t)O, - A(t)c(t)l . (3.1) 
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Now g2 : (t+l - A(t)Ot+l + A(t)gl ,  and E((( t+l  - A(t)Ot+Jgl  I ~t )  = 0. Thus, Coy (gl, 92 [ 
.~[) = A(t)  Var (gl [ -~t). This gives as 'optimal' estimate of 0t+x 
#,+1 = a(t)#, + e(t) + 
A(t) [a2(t)Tt + b2(t)au 2] ((t+l - A(t)a(t)@t - A(t)c(t)) 
B2(t)a  ] + AZ(t) [aZ(t)Tt + bZ(t)a 2] 
(3.2) 
which agrees with the one based on the combination of the orthogonal estimating functions 
Ot+l - a(t)~t - c(t) and (t+l - A(t)Ot+l as in [1]: setting 
Ot-}. 1 -- a ( t )~ t -- c(t) ((t+l - A( t )Ot+J  
a2(l~)~'t -4- b2(t)o "2 - A( t )  -B~(t---)~ ~ = 0 (3.3) 
gives the same result as (3.2). 
The point estimation would be regarded as recursive, if b't+x = ~t+l = E(0t+I [ ~t~+l). We 
cannot conclude this in general, though we conclude that ~t+y is ~t+l-measurable and 
E(~t+l  I~t ) - -E (0t+I  [ -~t )  • (3.4) 
4. CONTINUOUS T IME ANALOGUES 
We now apply the same approach in a heuristic manner to a continuous time model. We do 
this in order to show how the combination of estimating functions suggests a prescription for 
updating a filter in continuous time. The resulting updating equation can be shown in particular 
cases to correspond with a stochastic differential equation which is satisfied by the usual filter, 
in a sense which is fully rigorous. Thus, it has the potential to be useful more generally, outside 
cases in which the filter satisfies a stochastic differential equation. 
Let (f~, ~', P)  be a probability space on which is defined a right continuous filtration (~'t, t >_ 0) 
and cadlag processes (0t, t >_ 0) and ((t, t _> 0) satisfying 
dot = a(t)Ot_ dt + 5(t) dt + dUt (4.1) 
and 
d(t = ht dt + dVt. (4.2) 
Here (Ot, t > 0) is the unobserved state process and ((t, t > 0) the observed process; (lit, t >_ O) 
is a square integrable martingale with respect o the filtration (-~t, t _> 0) where ~'t ° is generated 
by (0s, s < t); (Vt, t >_ 0) is a square integrable martingale with respect o (~t, t >_ 0) where ~t 
is generated by (Or, t >_ 0;(,,  s < t); and (~(t), t _> 0) and (6(t), t >_ 0) have continuous 
paths, with c~(t), 6(t) measurable with respect o ~t - ,  the a-field generated by ((s, s < t). The 
process (ht, t >_ 0) is (~t)-predictable, and thought of as dependent on (0s, s _< t) as well as on 
(G, s < t). 
Let @t stand for E(r/t [ ~t~), where (r/t, t _> 0) is a generic function adapted to (~'t, t _> 0), and 
let C/t- stand for the limit of @s as s increases to t. If (r/t, t > 0) has limits from the left then 
under appropriate regularity conditions (which we assume whenever using this notation) Oh- will 
be the same as E (m-  I ~'t~- )  • 
We will think of dot as Ot+ at - Ot-, and think of a differential dot (in some sense an estimate 
of d~t) as being an estimate of 
dot + Ot- - -  ~t-, (4.3) 
which is part of an estimating function component 
91 = dot - (x(t)~),_ dt - 6(t) dt + Ot- - Or-; (4.4) 
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the other estimating function component could be 
g2 = d~t - ht -  dr. (4.5) 
Now 
Cov (gl,g2 I~t-) --~ S [(dU t --I-Or_ -~t-) (dVt '}- htdt.- ht-d]~) I.~tt_] , 
leaving out negligible terms. Also, assuming Var (ht dt I ~t - )  to be negligible, we have 
where ((V)t , t > 0) is the quadratic variation process of (Vt, t >_ 0). 
The optimal combination is
dot + (Or- - Or-) - a(t)St_ dt - 8(t) dt 
~2t 
lgt (d~t - h i -  at) (4.6) 
where ~t stands for Cov (g], g2 I ~t-) ,  and/gt stands for Var (g2 I ~'t ~-). Setting (4.6) equal to 0 
gives solution 
dSt = o~(t)St- dt + 5(t) dt + ~tt (d~t - ht -  dt) . (4.7) 
If dVt = ct dwt where (ct, t > 0) is Gt- predictable and (wt, t > 0) is a standard Brownian 
motion, then (4.7) with its left-hand side replaced by dot is essentially the standard filtering 
equation given in integral form by Elliott [6, Theorem 18.11]. Thus, we have a justification 
through estimating functions for the stochastic differential equation satisfied by the usual filter 
8t = E(St [ ,T~t ), t > O. 
5. APPL ICAT ION TO A POINT  PROCESS 
Here let the role of (~t, t > 0) be taken by a point process (Art, t > 0), satisfying 
dNt = At dt + dMt, (5.1) 
where (At, t > 0), a predictable process, is the Gt-intensity of (Art, t > 0). The {St} process 
again satisfies (4.1). Then ht is At and d (V)t  = At dt. The optimal estimating equation of (4.7) 
becomes 
~2, (dYt - At- dr),  (5.2) d#t = a(t )~t-  dt + 8(t) dt + At- 
where 
,~, = s [(de, - ~( t )#,_  ,~t - ~(t) ,~t + e,_ - #,_)  (:,, - ~ ,_ )  I . r~]  
= E [ (e , -# ,_ )  (:,,- 5,,_) I ~-g] ,  (5.3) 
neglecting the infinitesimal terms. 
We now restrict o the special case where the intensity function is linear in (St), more specifically 
where 
At = 8tvt (Nt - ) .  (5.4) 
Then ~, of (5.3) is vt(Nt_)Var  (8e I ~N)  and At- = ~t-v t (Nt - )  • The optimal estimating equation 
of (5.2) becomes 
A 7t-  (dNt - v t (Nt - )S t -  dr) (5.5) d~t = ot(t)Ot_ dt + ~(t) dt + ~t_ 
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where 
~,_ = vat  (0, I ~-~N). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose that 00 has a F(r,/~0) distribution, with density 
(5.6) 
po(Oo) - 13~O°-le-f~°e° 
r ( r )  ' 00 > O. 
Suppose that a(t) and v(t) are deterministic functions and that 
dot = a(t)Ot- dt, (5.7) 
dNt = v(t)8, dt + dMt. (5.8) 
Then (Nt) is a nonhomogeneous Poisson process, conditional on 00, and it can be shown that, 
conditional on N,, Ot has a F(N,+r, (flo+ f~ v(u)¢(u) du)/¢(t)) distribution, where ¢( t )=exp fo a 
(u) du. It follows that if 8, =E(Ot [ ~-g), then 
O, = (Nt + r)A(t), (5.9) 
where 
and 
Also, 
and 
Thus, equation (5.5) gives 
A(t) = ¢ (t) 
(/3o + i v(u)¢(u) du) ' 
dot = A(t) dN, + (N,_ + r) dA(t). 
'Car (0, I ~ '~)  = (Nt -  + r)A2(t) ,  
0,- = (Nt- + r)A(t). 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
dot = A(t) dNt + (a(t) - v(t)A(t))Ot_ dt, (5.12) 
which is easily shown to imply that, in this case, dot is the same as dot. It follows that (5.12) 
in this case yields a recursive formula, (i.e., a stochastic differential equation with calculable 
coefficients) for ~,. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Here we assume a structure the same as that of Example 5.1, but suppose more 
generally that the distribution of the positive random variate 80 has density f(00). Then the 
posterior distribution of 0,, given Nt, has mean 
~, = ¢(t)~,, N,+~ (5.13) 
"ff t ,N~ 
and variance 
where 
¢2(t)r~, N,+2~, N, - (~, N,+I) 2 
11.2 t, N~ 
OO 
~rt,k =- / f(u)e-B(t}Uu k du 
o 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
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and 
t 
0 
It can further be shown from (5.13) that 
(5.16) 
dot = ¢(t) 7rt'g'-+2rt'g'-  (rt'N'-+l)2 dNt + ¢'(t)o 
7r t ,Nt - ' f f t ,Nt -  + l  "~ t- dt 
-¢(t )B ' ( t )  7rt'N~-+27rt'N'- )~ 7rt'N'-+l)2 dt. 
' f i t ,N , _  " 
(5.17) 
Thus, 
d~t = 7t- dNt + a(t)Ot_ dt - B'(t) tgt- ¢(t) 7t- dt. 
On the other hand, equation (5.5) gives 
(5.18) 
A 
dot = 7t- dNt + a(t)#t_ dt - v(t)Tt- dt, 
Ot- 
(5.19) 
which here again implies that dot is the same as dot. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. As a special case of nondeterministic intensity, suppose that the paths of (~t) are 
increasing and right continuous with values in {0, 1} [7]. 
Suppose 
d??t = c(t)(1 - ~t-)dt + dUt, (5.20) 
where c(t) is deterministic and (Ut) is a square integrable martingale. Then consider 
dNt = (a + (b - a)~t) dt + dMt (5.21) 
so that 
dNt = 9t dt + dMt, (5.22) 
where 
- (0t_ - a) 
dot = (b - a)c(t) 1 ~--a-) = -c(t)Ot_ dt + bc(t) dt. 
Then (5.23) is of form (4.1)with a(t) = -c(t),  df(t) = bc(t). 
Because rh takes values in {0, 1}, 
(5.23) 
(b- 
7t -=(b-a )~\  b -a  ] \ ~=~ ' 
and (5.5) gives 
"~- 1 (Or- -a )  (b -Or - )  (dNt -Ot -d t )  dot = -c(t)Ot_ dt + bc(t) dt + Ot- 
(Ot- -a )  (b -Ot - )  dNt + [(c(t) +a-Ot - )  (b -Ot - ) ]  dt. 
(5.24) 
It is not difficult to show by an application of a form of Bayes theorem that dot satisfies the same 
equation as d0t in this example also. 
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